
INSTRUCTION MANUAL FOR 
WARDROBE FOR DRYING WORK CLOTHES 

Destination:  

Droogkast garderobe voor het drogen en verwarmen van schoenen en jassen.  
 

 
 

Operating conditions: 

1. The appliance may be used by children over 8 years old and by persons with reduced physical, sensory or mental 
capacities, or who lack experience or knowledge, on condition that they are under supervision or after they have 
received instructions concerning the safe use of the appliance and the understanding of the dangers involved. 
Children must not play with the appliance. Cleaning and maintenance intended to be carried out by the user must not 
be performed by children without supervision.  

2. If not detachable connection cable seems broken, it should be replaced by the manufacturer, service agent or 
similarly qualified persons. 

3. Before moving wardrobe check interior is empty. Carry them with minimum 2 persons, place the wardrobe on an 
even floor and level it with adjustable feet (draw. 1 pos. 7). 

4. In case of see any damaged sockets, cords or body intermediately disconnect locker form power supply and stop 
using it.  

5. All repairs should be made only with service agent or similarly qualified persons. It is not allowed to make any 
changes and adjustments in electrical elements of the product. 

6. Connection cable connect to the power strip equipped with overload/short-circuit protection and residual-current 
device with a tripping current of 30mA or less. Do not use extension cord or socket distributor. 
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7. Maximum current load of wardrobe is 8 A, transgression of maximum current may cause activation of the wardrobe 

protection (draw. 1 pos. 3) and/or protection in local installation. In this situation it is necessary to turn of the trolley 
and reset them by pressing button on overheat breaker located on bottom until feel it “click”. 

8. The activation of the breaker may be caused by overcurrent made by damage of the wardrobe (look point 4 – 5).  
9. For start the drying You need to turn on main switch (draw. 1 pos. 2), the switching position is signaled by the switch 

backlight and fan sound. 
10. Full cycle of drying is 5 hours and 10 minutes, 
a) 5 hours from begin, wardrobe will heating with ventilation, 
b) Next 10 minutes will work only ventilation without heating, 
c) After that the wardrobe will stop working. 

11. Re-inclusion of drying cycle will start after turn off main switch (draw. 1 pos. 2) and repeat point 9 or after temporary 
power loss. 

12. Before lock the doors check if inside there are no animals and unnecessary items. 
13. Knob (draw. 1 pos. 5) is used to adjust the direction of air flow. The regulation is possible in the range of 20-80%. Do 

not use strength in max/min position. 
14. Maintenance or service of the locker make with disconnected power supply. Do not use strongly caustic detergents 

for clearing the locker. Clean locker with dry or damp cloth. 
15. Do not put inside very wet clothes (dripping with water). 
16. Do not cover ventilation channels located inside and outside of the wardrobe. 
17. In case of environmental conditions, the wardrobe might generate noise around 65 dB and warm up to around 40°C. 
18. Do not expose the trolley to weather conditions (like rain, sun, etc.). The locker is designed to function in dry and 

ventilated room.  
19. Max. Load per shelf is 30 kg. 
20. Worn out locker should be safely dismantled and disposed of. 

 
Technical data:  

 
1. Fan - 230 V, 50 Hz, 155 W, 705 m³/h. 
2. Heater - 230 V, 50 Hz, 1500 W. 
3. Connection cable plug with ground 230 V, 16 A (draw. 1 pos. 1). 
4. Illuminated main switch 230 V 16 A. (draw. 1 pos. 2). 
5. Automatic thermal fuse 230 V 8 A (draw. 1 pos. 3). 
6. 2 time relays with time set 5h and 10min. 230 V, 50 Hz, 16 A. 
7. Nominal power of wardrobe 1650 W. 
8. Wardrobe dimensions (WHD) 1420 x 1970 x 534 mm 

 


